In this paper we consider the homogenization of a time-dependent heat conduction problem on a planar one-dimensional periodic structure. On the edges of a graph the one-dimensional heat equation is posed, while the Kirchhoff junction condition is applied at all (inner) vertices. Using the two-scale convergence adapted to homogenization of lower-dimensional problems we obtain the limit homogenized problem defined on a two-dimensional domain that is occupied by the mesh when the mesh period δ tends to 0. The homogenized model is given by the classical heat equation with the conductivity tensor depending on the unit cell graph only through the topology of the graph and lengthes of its edges. We show the well-posedness of the limit problem and give a purely algebraic formula for the computation of the homogenized conductivity tensor. The analysis is completed by numerical experiments showing a convergence to the limit problem where the convergence order in δ depends on the unit cell pattern.
Introduction
In this paper we deal with homogenization of the time-dependent heat conduction on a periodic graph Γ δ of period δ in a rectangular subdomain of R 2 (see Figure 1 for examples of such domains Γ δ and Figure 2 for examples of unit cell pattern). On edges of the graph the heat conduction is modeled by the one-dimensional heat equation where ∂ 2 Γ is the second order derivative along the edges of Γ δ . The Kirchhoff junction law [16, 22] is applied at the (inner) vertices and the problem is completed by initial and boundary condition and will be detailed in Sec. 2. Such a model on a lower-dimensional domain can be justified as limit model of the heat conduction on a graph-like domain with thin edges -also called fat graph -with the technique of [16] or [19] (see also [15] for a higher order model for the wave equation).
For elliptic problems on lower-dimensional domains Bouchitté et.al. [4, 5, 6, 7] and Zhikov [25] introduced and used an extension of the two-scale convergence on measures to obtain limit problems. It is based on an extension of the two-scale convergence on surfaces that was introduced by Neuss-Radu in [20] and in [21] and by Allaire, Damlamian and Hornung in [1] to incorporate boundary conditions with oscillating coefficients. The two-scale convergence on measures was applied in [5] , [6] in a variational approach using the Γ-convergence for the energy functional and scalar problems. In [7] the technique of fattening of lower-dimensional problems is also applied for the vector unknown variational problem. In [26] the measure generalization is used to analyze the elasticity problem on singular structures.
The homogenization of the time-dependent heat equation on planar one-dimensional periodic structures has not been studied so far and shall be addressed in this work. Using the mesh two-scale convergence we rigorously derive the limit homogenized model which is given by the heat conduction problem on the two dimensional domain occupied by the mesh. We focus on the homogenization of the domain so in order to simplify the procedure we assume that the conductivity is scalar and non-oscillatory. Furthermore we restrict to non-oscillatory initial temperature. As in the homogenization of the heat equation the time can be kept as a parameter in the problem, see e.g. [9] . Thus it is not surprising that the homogenized conductivity tensor is the same as for the stationary diffusion equation; compare with [5] , see also [2] for a formal asymptotic expansion. In difference to the previous works we will introduce a purely algebraic formula for the computation of the homogenized conductivity tensor. The homogenized tensor depends on the unit cell graph only through the topology of the unit cell graph (incidence matrix of the graph) and the lengthes of the edges of the graph. Depending on the unit cell geometries it can be a multiple of the unit matrix or a diagonal or non-diagonal matrix valued function. Moreover, the homogenized conductivity tensor turns out to be positive definite which then leads to the existence and uniqueness result for the limit problem.
In [10] the homogenization on a 3D fattened graph for a simple geometry like in Figure 2 (a) is done first and the thickness is taken to zero last. In our approach we start with the one-dimensional model (i.e. the thickness is first taken to zero) and then we do the homogenization. As already noted in [5] the limit model for the stationary diffusion problem on fattened graphs in 3D that is obtained when thickness of the fat edges and the period tend both to zero is the same independently of the way the limiting is performed. Thus it is not a surprise that the models in [10] coincide with the two-scale limit of the one-dimensional limit model. However, it is important to consider homogenization on the mesh objects directly to develop techniques where thickening is not possible, either because three-dimensional equations are too complicated or do not exist or existing techniques using an approach based on measures can not be applied.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the problem in detail and present the main results: a priori stability estimates, the homogenized model and weak convergence as well as convergence in norm. In order to do asymptotics of the problem we need the compactness results. We use the compactness result for L 2 (Γ δ ) from [21] and derive the compactness result for H 1 (Γ δ ) and for ∂ t u δ in L 2 (Γ δ ). Some results from the graph theory give us technical conditions that allow us to prove the compactness theorem. Then in Section 3.4 we prove the a priori estimates for u δ , the solution of the problem on the one-dimensional mesh Γ δ . In Section 3.1 we prove some technical results and in Section 3.2 the main properties of the homogenized model. Using two-scale convergences that follow from the compactness theorems we are able to make two limits in the δ-problem and obtain the equation for the corrector and the limit problem. The corrector equation leads to the formulation of the canonical problem which is then used to build the homogenized tensor (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4 we prove the corresponding convergence in norm. In Section 4 we formulate the algebraic method to compute the homogenized tensor and compute it for five different patterns. In Section 5 we compare by numerical experiments the solution of the heat equation on the δ-periodic graph with the one of the homogenized problem.
Description of the problem and the main result
In this section we formulate the model including the geometrical setting we consider in this paper. We start with the description of the geometry. Let us consider a one-dimensional manifold Γ Y ⊂ [0, 1] 2 -the unit mesh -that can be described by a connected and oriented graph structure (V, E) (please see [3, 8] for the usual terminology in the graph theory), where V and E denote respectively the set of vertices and the set of edges. We assume that each edge e ∈ E admits a W 1,∞ and bijective arc length parametrization γ from an open interval, that is directed in accordance with the orientation of the graph. Then, we denote for y ∈ e the unitary tangent vector t(y) := γ (γ −1 (y)), see Fig. 2 for two different examples.
We will consider trails and circuits (thus no repeating edges are allowed) that follow or may not follow the orientation of the graph. If Γ Y is transformed to an undirected graph Γ Y where each edge remains its parametrization, then we denote by T (Γ Y ) the set of all trails in Γ Y . Moreover, we define for each trail T of the undirected graph Γ Y of Γ Y the orientation function χ T : Γ Y → {−1, 0, +1} that takes the value ±1 on all points y in an interior of an edge e of T , the sign indicating if the edge is passed according to the orientation of e in the oriented graph Γ Y (+1) or not (−1), and 0 otherwise.
As the unit mesh Γ Y shall be connected in all directions to repetitions of itself translated by e 1 = (1, 0) or e 2 = (0, 1) we assume that it touches each side of the unit square in such a way that
(2.1)
Note here that y 1 and y 1 + e 1 as well as y 2 and y 2 + e 2 are connected by a trail of Γ Y since Γ Y is connected. This trail becomes a circuit in the graph Γ Y,# obtained by identifying all such points on the sides of the square [0, 1] 2 , i.e., y with y + e 1 and y with y + e 2 for y ∈ ∂[0, 1] 2 -and call them opposite points -meaning that they correspond to the same vertex of V. Moreover, all corner points y ∈ {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} ∩ Γ Y , if they exist, are identified and represented by one vertex in V. The set of all circuits in Γ Y,# , the undirected version of the periodic graph Γ Y,# , we denote by C(Γ Y,# ). Let the Ω be a rectangular domain of lengths L 1 and L 2 , such that the ratio L 1 /L 2 belongs to Q. Then, we consider only periods δ > 0 such that N δ 1 := L 1 /δ and N δ 2 := L 2 /δ are integers and refer as "for any value of δ" if a statement holds for any such δ.
Finally, we consider the plane mesh Γ δ depicted illustrative in Fig. 1 defined by
that can be described by a connected graph, where each vertex of Γ δ corresponds to exactly one point in Γ δ , i.e., there is no identification of points and so no periodic structure of Γ δ . Note that opposite points in neighboring repetitions of Γ δ Y (n 1 , n 2 ) coincide, making them the same vertex of Γ δ . We introduce now the notion of derivatives and integrals on the meshes Γ δ and Γ Y . Definition 2.1 (Derivative). Let e be an oriented edge with a W 1,∞ and bijective arc length parametrization γ that is in accordance with the orientation of e and let u be a continuous function on e such that u • γ is differentiable. We define its derivative, for all points x ∈ e, and s = γ −1 (x) by
Note that the derivative is orientation dependent. However, due to the second order derivative in (1.1) the solution u δ and the variational problems will not be orientation dependent, so any fixed orientation will suit the setting. Edge by edge we can extend this derivative on functions defined on graphs Γ Y and Γ δ . Definition 2.2 (Slow and fast derivative). Given a function u on Ω × Γ Y . If u(·, y) is differentiable on Ω for all y ∈ Γ Y we define its slow derivative by ∇ x u(x, y) · t(y) .
Moreover, we define its fast derivative ∂ Γ,y for all x ∈ Ω on which u(x, ·) is differentiable on Γ Y as the derivative ∂ Γ with respect to y.
For a function u differentiable on Ω × Γ Y , the function x → u x, x δ is differentiable on Γ δ and by the chain rule,
Note that even for functions u that are constant in y (independent of y), its slow derivative ∇ x u(x) · t(y) depends on the fast variable y through the tangent field on Γ Y . This mean especially that for functions that are differentiable on Ω it holds for any δ > 0
For simplicity, also if u is a function of (t, x) ∈ (0, t f ) × Ω we use ∇u for the gradient of u with respect to x.
In that case, the integral of u over Γ Y is given by
where the integral of u over the edge e is defined as the curve integral of the first kind, that is 0 u(γ(s)) ds for an arc length parametrization γ : [0, ] → e.
With this we can define in particular the length |Γ
For an oriented graph G we denote by L 2 (G) the Banach space of functions u such that |u| 2 is integrable on G and by H 1 (G) the Hilbert space
In particular we will need to consider the spaces L 2 (Γ Y ), H 1 (Γ Y ) and H 1 (T ) for any trail T of Γ Y . Note that orientation on a graph has to be chosen in order to define derivatives but there is no difference between L 2 (G) and L 2 (G ) and H 1 (G) and H 1 (G ), when G is the undirected graph of G.
As Γ Y,# is a periodic manifold of [0, 1] 2 the continuity of u ∈ H 1 # (Γ Y ) := H 1 (Γ Y,# ) means that u(y 1 ) = u(y 2 ) whenever y 1 and y 2 correspond to the same vertex of Γ Y , in particular in the opposite points. Note, that H 1 (T ) for trails T of Γ Y allows for functions that are discontinuous at the opposite points.
Let Γ D ⊂ ∂Ω be a part of the boundary of Ω that corresponds to a finite union of line segments of positive length. For any δ, let us define Γ δ D := ∂Γ δ ∩ Γ D . By assumption on Γ D , Γ δ D is different from the empty set for sufficiently small δ. We then define the space H δ as the subspace of functions v ∈ H 1 (Γ δ ) whose trace vanishes on Γ δ D , i.e.
We consider now the following problem given in the weak formulation for a time t f > 0, a source term
Here, ρ is the mass density of the material and c p is the specific heat capacity that are considered as constants, u init : Γ δ → R is a given initial temperature and the thermal conductivity a : Ω → R is a positive continuous function. Thus there exist
The problem (2.6) is the weak formulation of the heat conduction problem (1.1) with heat source f δ , initial condition given by u init , homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on Γ δ D and homogeneous Neumann conditions on the remaining part of the boundary. Also note that the solution u δ of the variational formulation (2.6) is independent of the orientation on the graph even so the definition of the derivative ∂ Γ is orientation dependent (with difference only in sign) since the curve integrals of the first kind are orientation independent and in the second term in the left hand side of (2.6) the opposite signs cancel out.
Following the notations of [5] , we introduce µ(y) := 1 |Γ Y | ds(y) as the normalized periodic onedimensional Hausdorff measure on Γ Y , therefore the measure associated to Γ δ is just given as µ δ (x) = δµ(x/δ). As δ → 0, the domain Γ δ tends to a dense subdomain of Ω, so that the natural idea is to consider a limit problem of (2.6) on Ω. Following the two-scale homogenization theory [5, 1, 21] , the measure that has to be considered for the limit case is not the usual Lebesgue measure L 2 Ω on Ω but the tensorial product L 2 Ω µ Γ Y .
To stress the passage from the 1D mesh to the 2D domain we call the associated two-scale convergence in this paper the mesh two-scale convergence. The convergence is given for functions defined on a mesh and was already introduced in the literature, see e.g. [1, 20] . However, since we have the time t as an additional parameter we consider the mesh two-scale convergence with a parameter where we follow the work of Neuss-Radu [20, 21] . Definition 2.4 (Mesh two-scale convergence). We say that sequence of functions
In this case we use the abbreviation v δ m2s −− v 0 .
Note that with a simple scaling argument we have that for any δ > 0
where 1 X is the characteristic function of a set X. This explains the factor δ in the left hand side of the mesh two-scale convergence and the factor √ δ in the various L 2 -norm estimates that will follow. Having in mind the mesh two-scale convergence we consider f δ in (2.6) to depend on the fast variable as well, i.e., there exists a function f on (
In the following lemma we give uniform bounds on the data of the δ-dependent problem. They are then used to show its well-posedness and a priori stability estimates on its solution u δ as stated in Theorem 2.8. The a priori estimates will be needed in the proof of the mesh two-scale convergence the homogenized model (Theorem 2.9) in Sec. 3.3 and of the convergence in norm (Theorem 2.11) in Sec. 3.4.
Then, for any δ > 0 it hold that f δ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ δ )) and
Then, for any δ > 0, u init ∈ H δ and
Proof. From the definition of norm we get
and, hence, f δ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ δ )) for any δ > 0. Just in the same way we obtain
and similarly
Hence, u init ∈ H δ and the proof is complete.
) and u init ∈ H δ . Then the problem (2.6) has a unique solution that satisfies
whereΓ δ := Γ δ \V the graph without its vertices and H 2 (Γ δ ) the Sobolev space of functions that are in H 2 (e) on each edge e of Γ δ .
Proof.
The assumption on f implies that for any
Hence, the classical solution theory for parabolic equations gives the existence and uniqueness of the solution u δ of (2.6) that satisfies
With the regularity of f δ and u init we can apply classical regularity results to get that
be uniformly bounded with respect to δ, and let u δ be the unique solution of (2.6). Then
Then, applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the Young inequality we get
.
Integrating this relation over t ∈ (0, τ ) we obtain
We take then η = 1/(4t f ) such that
so that relation (2.11) gives
Now, by assumption there exists a constant D such that, for any δ,
and so we find
2. Using again relation (2.13) with (2.14) gives
Similarly to the derivation of (2.13) and starting from the variational formulation (2.6) with the particular test function ∂ t u δ (t, x), it holds
Now, we give the existence and uniqueness and a-priori stability estimates for the problem (2.6). It is the classical heat equation, but on a one-dimensional mesh-like domain. The existence and uniqueness result for the equation follows by the standard arguments of linear second-order parabolic equations with the addition of mild regularity results applied on mesh edges separately.
Proof. The assumptions on f and u init imply by Lemma 2.5 for any δ > 0 that f δ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ δ )). Hence by Lemma 2.6 the solution of (2.6) exists and satisfies u δ ∈ L 2 (0,
). As with Lemma 2.5 the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 are fulfilled we conclude the a priori estimate (2.15).
In the following two theorems the main results of the paper are stated, namely
• the mesh two-scale convergence u δ to the solution u 0 of the homogenized problem in Theorem 2.9 that will be proved in Sec. 3.3, where the properties of the homogenized model will be shown in Sec. 3.2, and
• under additional regularity assumption on the data the convergence in norm in Theorem 2.11 that will be proved in Sec. 3.4.
Theorem 2.9 (Mesh two-scale convergence to the homogenized problem). Let Γ Y be connected and satisfies (2.1) and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.8 be fulfilled. Then the sequence (u δ ) δ>0 of solutions of (2.6) for δ → 0 mesh two-scale converges to the function u 0 which is the unique solution of the problem:
and where the constant 2-by-2 symmetric and positive definite matrix A hom is given by
Moreover, u δ | t=0 mesh two-scale converges to the initial data u init of (2.16).
Solvability of the problem (P φ ) will be stated in Lemma 3.7, the symmetry and positive definiteness of the homogenized tensor A hom in Lemma 3.8 and the existence and uniqueness of the problem (2.16) in Lemma 3.9.
Remark 2.10. We have already noted that u δ is orientation independent. Furthermore since A hom is with its definition (2.18) orientation independent the same holds for u 0 . 
Then it holds in the limit
where u 0 is the solution of (2.16), u 1 (t, x, y) = ∇u 0 (t, x) · φ(y) and φ is an arbitrary solution of the canonical problem (P φ ).
The convergence to the limit solution in L 2 (Γ δ ), where for a convergence of the gradients in L 2 (Γ δ ) the first order corrector has to be added, is in accordance with the usual homogenization of elliptic and parabolic equations with periodic pattern [9] . 3 The homogenized model 3.1 Technical preliminaries Lemma 3.1. Let G be a oriented graph that may be periodic or not where each of its edges admits a W 1,∞ and bijective arc length parametrization. Let, moreover, T be a trail of G from x 0 to x 1 , and let ϕ ∈ H 1 (T ). Then,
Proof. As T represents a continuous and piecewise differentiable curve the lemma is a direct consequence of the definition of the derivative (2.3) and the fundamental theorem of calculus.
As simple consequence of the orientation dependence of the derivative and Lemma 3.1 it holds for any circuit C ∈ C(Γ Y,# ) and any function ϕ
Note that the formula (3.1) also holds for any walk in G and consequently formula (3.2) holds for closed walks.
A form of reciprocal of (3.2) is true as well: if the integral of a function ψ along any circuit C ∈ C(Γ Y,# ) multiplied with the orientation function χ C is equal to zero, then ψ possesses a potential ϕ ∈ H 1 # (Γ Y ).
Then, for any other vertex y 1 ∈ Γ Y we fix a trail T of Γ Y from y 0 to y 1 and define
As for any other trail T of Γ Y from y 0 to y 1 it holds by assumption of the lemma that for the closed walk C concatenating T and T − , the inverse trail to T ,
As T − ψ(y)χ T − (y)ds(y) = T ψ(y)(−χ T (y))ds(y) the definition of ϕ(y 1 ) is independent of the choice of the trail.
Finally, for all points y in the interior of an edge e ∈ E with arc length parametrization γ let = γ −1 (y) and ϕ(y) = ϕ(γ(0)) + 0 ψ(γ(s))ds, which gives a continuous definition on its starting and end point of e and, hence, due to the trail independence on all vertices of V. With the definition of the derivative (2.3) and the fundamental theorem of calculus it holds ∂ Γ ϕ = ψ on each edge and so ϕ ∈ H 1 # (Γ Y ). This completes the proof. Lemma 3.3. Let G be strongly connected graph and for v ∈ L 2 (G), all ψ ∈ H 1 (G) and all circuits
Then, v is constant on G.
Proof. For a strongly connected graph G any edge e ∈ E(G) belongs to at least one circuit C ∈ C(G ).
Restricting to test functions with support only on e we find that
This implies that v takes constant values on all edges e ∈ E(G). Now, let e 1 and e 2 be two edges of G with a common vertex x ∈ E(e 1 ) ∩ E(e 2 ). By strong connectivity of G these two edges belong to some circuit C. Then, restricting to test functions supported on Γ := e 1 ∪ e 2 ∪ {x} the equality (3.3) implies
Then, integrating by parts and using that ∂ Γ v = 0 on e 1 and e 2 we find
As v takes the same constant value on two arbitrary neighbouring edges it is constant on the whole G.
Proof. We decompose the support of χ C
x δ into the union of circuits (C i ) ∈ C(Γ δ ) and trails (T j ) ∈ T (Γ δ ), where each trail T j is of length j , respectively, and admits a parametrization γ j such that γ j (0) and γ j ( j ) belongs to ∂Ω and so v(γ j (0)) = v(γ j ( j )) = 0. Using then Lemma 3.1 on each circuit C i and on each trail T j leads to the desired result.
The following theorem is the key theorem in the classical homogenization theory transferred to the considered setting of periodic meshes. Its proof follows exactly the one in the usual theory (see [20, Theorem 1.5.5] ).
Then there is a subsequence that we again denote by (v δ ) and a function v 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))) such that v δ mesh two-scale converges to v 0 .
Remark 3.6. The time-dependent mesh two-scale convergence implies a posteriori the usual mesh twoscale convergence, since Theorem 3.5 is also valid when the family (v δ ) is independent of time.
Note, that Definition 2.4 of the mesh two-scale convergence uses highly smooth test functions, but it can be generalized to functions with less regularity. Especially, test functions in L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ Y ; C(Ω)), which we call admissible functions, can be considered. Proof. First note that if φ is a solution of (P φ ), then for any constant C ∈ R 2 , φ + C is also a solution of (P φ ). Therefore, we consider the two equations of (P φ ) separately and restrict the problem to the periodic space with vanishing average
Properties of the homogenized model
is a norm. Problem (P φ ) becomes then a classical elliptic problem and its well-posedness follows from the Lax-Milgram theorem. Note that no compatibility condition, that is sometimes called necessary condition, is needed due to the special right hand side. Proof. From the definition we see that A hom is symmetric and positive semidefinite. Therefore to show that it is positive definite we only have to see that it is injective. Let ξ ∈ R 2 be in the kernel of A hom . Thus A hom ξ = 0 and thus
This implies that (t(y) + ∂ Γ φ(y)) · ξ = 0, for a.e. y ∈ Γ Y .
Let T ∈ T (Γ Y ) be an arbitrary trail of Γ Y parametrized by γ T , which connects opposite points y 1 and y 1 + e 1 that exist by (2.1). By summing up results of Lemma 3.1 for the functions y → φ(y) and y → y j for j ∈ {1, 2} we find
Similarly, we take an arbitrary trail T ∈ T (Γ Y ) connecting opposite points y 2 and y 2 + e 2 that again exists by (2.1) to obtain e 2 · ξ = 0. Therefore e 1 · ξ = e 2 · ξ = 0 which implies ξ = 0 and so A hom is injective.
The following lemma states the existence and uniqueness of the limit problem (2.16). Lemma 3.9 (Well-posedness of the limit problem). The problem (2.16) has a unique solution that satisfies
Proof. The statement is a direct consequence of the symmetry and the positive-definitness of the matrix A hom by Lemma 3.8, the Poincaré inequality [11, Theorem 1 on page 558] and usual regularity theory for linear parabolic equations (see [12] ).
Proof of Theorem 2.9: mesh two-scale convergence to homogenized model
Proof of Theorem 2.9. With the uniform stability estimates (2.15) the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 are fulfilled, and there exist u 0 , z 0 , w 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))) and a sub-sequence of (u δ ) that is again denoted by (u δ ) such that
The remainder of the proof is in seven steps. In step 1 and 2 we prove that u 0 is independent of y, first for strongly connected graphs and then for more general graphs. Then, in step 3 we show that w 0 = ∂ t u 0 and that there exists u 1 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω; H 1 # )) with ∂ t u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω)) such that z 0 = ∇u 0 · t + ∂ Γ,y u 1 . We shall also prove that boundary (step 4) and initial conditions (step 5) are respected when passing to the limit. Finally, in step 6 and 7 we show that the limit solution u 0 satisfies the variational equation (2.16a) with the homogenized source f hom and homogenized tensor A hom defined by (2.17) and (2.18), respectively.
1. Independence of u 0 from y for strongly connected graphs. Let us suppose that the graph is strongly connected. We take an arbitrary w ∈ C ∞ c (Ω) and θ ∈ H 1 # (Γ Y ), and an arbitrary circuit C ∈ C(Γ Y,# ). Since the function x → u δ (x)w(x)θ x δ is in H 1 0 (Γ δ ) applying Lemma 3.4 and multiplying the equations by δ 2 φ, φ ∈ C ∞ ([0, t f ]) and integrating over [0, t f ], we obtain
Here, we used (2.4) and (2.5). Now, we let δ → 0 and apply the convergences in (3.4) on all three addends in the integral on the right hand side. Due to the factor δ 2 , the first two addends vanish while the last remains leading to
Then, the arbitrariness of w and φ implies
and in view of Lemma 3.3 we find that u 0 is constant on Γ Y .
2. Independence of u 0 from y for general graphs Let Γ Y be an arbitrary graph in the unit cell that satisfies the assumptions of the Theorem 2.9. Let Γ Y,− be the graph obtained from Γ Y by reversing orientations of all edges, and let Γ Y := Γ Y ∪ Γ Y,− . This graph has the same number of vertices as Γ Y and the double number of edges which topologically coincide, but we include both possible orientations. Thus, for each edge e 0 in Γ Y there are two edges e 1 and e 2 in Γ Y which coincide with e 0 , and such that e 0 and e 1 have the same orientation, opposite from the orientation of e 2 . It is clear that G Y is strongly connected. We analogously define Γ δ − and Γ δ . For all δ > 0 and u δ on [0, t f ] × Γ δ we define u δ on [0, t f ] × Γ δ such that the value on both doubled edges in Γ δ coincide with the values of u δ on the original edge. In other words, for original edge e 0 in Γ δ and its copies e 1 , e 2 in Γ δ (one oriented equally, one oriented oppositely) we have
We easily see that we also have
are bounded (by 2C, where C is the constant in (2.15)), so all families have convergent subsequences (still denoted by δ). Furthermore Γ Y is strongly connected, so we can apply the result obtained in the step 1. Thus the two-scale limit u 0 of the sequence ( u δ ) δ is independent of the fast variable. This means especially that u 0 takes the same value for both edges in Γ Y of one edge in Γ Y . Now, we define u 0 : (0, t f ) × Ω × Γ Y → R, (t, x, y) → u 0 (t, x) and show that it is the two-scale limit of u δ . For this we consider for each test function ψ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ Y ; C(Ω))) a corresponding function ψ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 ( Γ Y ; C(Ω))) with ψ(·, ·, y) := ψ(·, ·, y) if y ∈ Γ Y and ψ(·, ·, y) := 0 otherwise. This yields
This proves that u 0 , which does not dependent on y by its definition, is the two scale limit of the sequence (u δ ) δ .
Form of limits.
First we shall prove that w 0 = ∂ t u 0 . To do so, we take an arbitrary admissible function ψ such that ψ(0, ·, ·) = ψ(t f , ·, ·) = 0, so we have
Using then the two-scale convergence of u δ to u 0 and ∂ t u δ to w 0 leads to
Due to the arbitrariness of the function ψ, it turns out that ∂ t u 0 exists, that ∂ t u 0 = w 0 and thus ∂ t u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω)). Now, we shall prove that for the limit z 0 = ∇u 0 · t + ∂ Γ,y u 1 holds. To do so, let us consider an arbitrary circuit C ∈ C(Γ Y,# ) and an arbitrary w ∈ D(Ω). Since the function x → v δ (t, x)w (x) is in H 1 0 (Γ δ ) applying Lemma 3.4 and multiplying the equality by δφ with a function φ ∈ C ∞ ([0, t f ]) and integrating over [0, t f ] leads to
Now, taking the limit δ → 0 and applying the mesh two scale limits (3.4) on each side of the equation we obtain that Thus we obtain
Then, by assumption on Γ Y , if we consider trails T i that connect the opposite points y i and y i + e i (i.e., the first and the last vertices are y i and y i + e i ) i = 1, 2 it is a circuit C i on Γ Y,# . Now, using Lemma 3.1 with the function ϕ j (y) = y · e j (then (2.5) implies ∂ Γ ϕ j (y) = t(y) · e j ) for j ∈ {1, 2} leads to
and, hence, t Ci = e i , i ∈ {1, 2}. That means that there are at least two linear independent vectors t C and the equality (3.6) defines the weak derivative ∇ x u 0 . Since the function
x, y)χ C (y) ds(y) belongs to L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω)) the weak derivative ∇ x u 0 belongs to L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω)) as well. Hence, u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 1 (Ω)). Now, with the equality ∇w · t C = div(wt C ) as t C is a constant vector integrating by parts on the right hand side of (3.6) we obtain
Then, arbitrariness of w implies
As we assumed arbitrariness of C ∈ C(Γ Y,# ) Lemma 3.2 now implies that there exists a function
Since the right hand side is in L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))) we conclude that
4. Boundary conditions. Let us take a function w ∈ C 1 (Ω) such that w| ∂Ω\Γ D = 0, i.e. it vanishes on the complement of the boundary of the Dirichlet boundary. As the function x → δu δ (t, x)w(x) is in H 1 0 (Γ δ ) it follows from Lemma 3.4 for circuits introduced in the previous step that
Multiplying the equation by φ ∈ C ∞ ([0, t f ]) and integrating over [0, t f ] we obtain in the limit δ → 0 using (3.7) and (2.5)
x)∇w(x) · t(y)χ Ci (y) ds(y) dx dt.
(3.8) Therefore, using t Ci = e i , i = 1, 2, (3.8) becomes
Thus, using arbitrariness of φ ∈ C ∞ ([0, T ]) we obtain that
After partial integration in the right hand side it follows that
where n is the unit outer normal on ∂Ω. Due to the arbitrariness of the function w, we deduce that the function (t, x) → e i · n(x)u 0 (t, x) vanishes on (0, t f ) × Γ D . This is only possible for i = 1, 2 if u 0 vanishes on Γ D .
Initial condition.
Let us take that u δ t=0 mesh two-scale converges to the limit u init ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))). Let us take any ψ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω, H 1 # (Γ Y )) and φ ∈ C ∞ (0, t f ) such that φ(0) = 1, φ(t f ) = 0. Then partial integration in t gives us
Now, in the limit δ → 0 we obtain
Integrating the left hand side by parts we find
By substracting last two results we obtain
Arbitrarines of ψ implies u init = u 0 t=0 .
6. Form of the corrector term u 1 . We consider a test function v δ (x) = v(x)θ( x δ ) as product of a slow varying function v ∈ H and a fast varying function θ ∈ H 1 # (Γ Y ). Multiplying (2.6a) by δ 2 φ for φ ∈ C ∞ ([0, t f ]), integrating over [0, t f ] and using this particular test function leads to
Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5 and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the right-hand side of (3.9) tends to 0 as δ tends to 0, independently of the choice of v, θ and φ. Furthermore the first term on the left hand side also tends to zero by the a priori estimates from Lemma 2.7. The second term in the left hand side of (3.9) is split in two. We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the a priori estimate from Lemma 2.7 for ∂ Γ u δ to conclude that the term with additional δ tends to zero as δ → 0. We use then the the mesh two-scale convergence of ∂ Γ u δ to ∂ Γ u 0 + ∂ Γ,y u 1 for the test function
to take the limit in the remaining term on the left hand side of (3.9). What remains in the limit is
Since v is an arbitrary function of H and φ arbitrary in C ∞ ([0, t f ]), we obtain that
Using (2.5) this gives the unit pattern problem for u 1 :
which has by Lemma 3.7 a unique solution up to an additive constant in y (note that t and x are parameters here). With this, we can express the solution of (3.11) using the solution of the canonical problems (P φ ) as u 1 (t, x, y) = ∇ x u 0 (t, x) · φ(y) +ũ 1 (t, x) with a functionũ 1 independent of the fast variable y and ∂ Γ,y u 1 (t, x, y) = ∇ x u 0 (t, x) · ∇ Γ φ(y).
(3.12)
7. Variational formulation for the unique limit solution u 0 . Next we take a test function v δ (t,
We obtain
Then using the mesh two-scale convergence of ∂ Γ u δ (respectively ∂ t u δ ) to ∂ Γ u 0 + ∂ Γ,y u 1 (resp. ∂ t u 0 ), we take the limit when δ tends to zero and obtain
where f hom was defined in (2.17) . Using arbitrariness of φ in C ∞ ([0, t f ]) we obtain that for almost every t ∈ [0, t f ] we have
Using the solution representation for ∂ Γ,y u 1 from (3.12), ∂ Γ,y u 1 (t, x, y) = ∇u 0 (t, x) · ∇ Γ φ(y), we obtain
(3.13) Testing the canonical problem (P φ ) by the two functions ψ = φ i , i = 1, 2 we obtain that Γ Y ∂ Γ φ(y)(t(y) + ∂ Γ φ(y)) T ds(y) = 0.
Thus the matrix A hom , defined in (2.18) , can be also written as
and, hence, in view of (3.13) the two-scale limit u 0 satisfies (2.16a). Since A hom is positive definite by Lemma 3.8 similarly to Lemma 2.6 existence and uniqueness of the limit problem (2.16) follow.
As usual, uniqueness of the solution of the limit problem then also implies the mesh two-scale convergences for the whole family (u δ ) δ and their derivatives in (3.4) .
In Theorem 2.9 we assumed the stability estimate of the solutions u δ of (1.1) stated in Theorem 2.8. Repeating the first five steps in the proof of Theorem 2.9 for any sequence of function (v δ ) δ satisfying the same stability estimate we can state similarly the following statement. 
Then there is a sub-sequence of (v δ ) δ (still denoted by v δ ) and functions v 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 1 (Ω)) and v 1 ∈
Additionally, if (v δ ) δ ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H δ ), then the limit v 0 belongs to L 2 (0, t f ; H). Also, if v δ t=0 mesh twoscale converges, its limit is v 0 t=0 .
Proof of Theorem 2.11: convergence in norm to homogenized model
Proof of Theorem 2.11. By assumption on f we find that f hom ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 2 (Ω)) and ∂ t f hom ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Ω)) and by assumption on u init using [12, Chap. 7, Theorem 6] we conclude u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 4 (Ω)), ∂ t u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 2 (Ω)).
Therefore ∇u 0 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 3 (Ω)) and thus (t, x, y) → ∇ x u 1 (t, x, y) · t(y) ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 2 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))), ∂ Γ,y u 1 ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; H 3 (Ω; L 2 (Γ Y ))).
Moreover f ∈ L 2 (0, t f ; L 2 (Γ Y ; C(Ω))), so f is an admissible test function. Therefore for any δ the integrals in the following δ family and all the terms in the following computation are well defined
Applying the Newton-Leibniz theorem in the first term of Λ δ leads to Now we use the equation (2.6) for the particular test function v(x) := u δ (t, x) − u 0 (t, x) ∈ H 1 (Γ δ ) to resolve the quadratic terms in u δ , so that Λ δ (t) becomes
We use then the weak convergence stated by (3.4) and the fact that f is admissible. Therefore Λ δ (t) converges to the limit functional Λ(t) defined by
The homogenized tensor A hom is positive definite by Lemma 3.8 and thus Λ(t) 0. However, Λ δ (t) ≥ 0 which is both possible only if Λ(t) = 0. Taking t = t f leads to
We also deduce pointwise convergence √ δ u δ (t, ·) − u 0 (t, ·) L 2 (Γ δ ) → 0, for any t ∈ (0, t f ). Let us denote by Λ 1 δ (t) and Λ δ 2 (t) the first and the second term, respectively, in the right hand side of (3.15). Thus Λ δ (t) = Λ δ 1 (t) + Λ δ 2 (t). For the second term we have sup t∈[0,t f ] Λ δ 2 = Λ δ 2 (t f ) since the function under integral sign is positive. Thus pointwise convergence of Λ δ implies convergence in L ∞ . For Λ δ 1 we show that it is equicontinuous.
From the a priori estimates in Lemma 2.7 we have that the first term is uniformly bounded with respect to δ. For the second term we use the Newton-Leibnitz formula and obtain
Since Λ δ 1 is uniformly bounded we have that
Thus Λ δ 1 is equicontinuous and since it pointwisely converges to 0 we get
as δ tends to 0. Thus (2.19 ) is proved.
4 Computation of the homogenized tensor A hom In this section, we give a more practical way to compute the matrix A hom than solving (P φ ). Even though the geometries in Figure 3 are only with straight edges the following analysis also refers to curved edges. 
for all vertices v j ∈ V, j = 1, . . . , N V .
Proof. We first prove that any solution of (P φ ) is affine and then prove that it satisfies the Kirchhoff junction conditions. If φ solves (P φ ), then we have
In the last equation we see that if we test the expression with function ψ ∈ C ∞ c (γ i ( 0, i ), R 2 ) (for a particular i), after integration by parts, we obtain that the distributional derivative of (φ • γ i ) (s) + γ i (s) is zero, so we get that s → φ • γ i (s) + γ i (s) is affine for all i = 1, . . . , N E . Performing partial integration in (4.2) now gives
Inserting continuous and affine test function ψ having value e 1 (respectively e 2 ) at a vertex v j ∈ V and 0 at all other vertices we obtain the Kirchhoff junction conditions.
To prove the converse follow exactly the opposite statements.
In view of this lemma, the function
defined on Γ Y is affine on each edge, continuous on Γ Y , but not periodic. Before we proceed let us introduce some more definitions. For vertex v ∈ V we define η(v) as the vector equal to e 1 or e 2 if v lies on the right or top side of the unit cell (excluding the corners), respectively, e 1 + e 2 if v lies on the right top corner and 0 otherwise. Assuming that vertices in V are indexed, with v π(i) we denote vertex equal to v i if v i is not located on the upper or right boundary of the unit cell, and otherwise the vertex v i such that v i and v i are opposite vertices. Thus we have identities
Since from this identity we see that values of function q are uniquely defined in vertices on the right and upper boundary once they are defined in all other vertices, we define
for i = 1, . . . , N V , j = 1, . . . , N E , where V denotes the set of all vertices not located on the right and upper boundary of the unit cell. Without loss of generality, those vertices are indexed as first N V vertices in the set V. We will show that the matrix A hom can be found without solving the canonical problem (P φ ), but by solving linear system of equations in terms of 2N E + 2N V unknowns defined in (4.4). We introduce incidence matrix A I ∈ M 2N V ,2N E (R) of the oriented periodic graph Γ Y , such that 2 × 2 submatrix on intersection of rows 2i − 1, 2i and columns 2j − 1, 2j is equal to I if the j-th edge enters the i-th vertex (i.e. γ j ( j ) = v i ), equal to −I if the j-th edge leaves the i-th vertex (i.e. γ j (0) = v i ), and 0 otherwise. For a similar argument see [24] . Thus, equations (4.1) can be written, introducing the
Secondly, for any edge e j , j = 1, . . . , N E , which connects vertices v i1 = γ j ( j ) and v i2 = γ j (0) we use the definition of b j and Q i in (4.4) for a function q and the Newton-Leibnitz theorem to obtain
Hence, introducing the diagonal matrix L ∈ M 2N E ,2N E (R) whose (2j − 1)-th and 2j-th diagonal entries are equal to j , the vector f ∈ R 2N E whose (2j − 1)-th and 2j-th component are the first and the second component of η(γ j ( j )) − η(γ j (0)), respectively, and Q = (Q T 1 , . . . , Q T N V ) T the equations (4.6) can be written as
Equations (4.5) and (4.7) together form a linear system for (b, Q): Proof. First, (4.7) is equivalent to
Inserting this expression in the second equation in (4.8) -which is (4.5) -we get
To show the solvability of this system, i.e. the existence of Q, we need to prove the condition from the Kronecker-Capelli theorem [23, p. 56] :
which is clear. Thus, there is a solution to (4.10). All solutions are described with Q ∈ Q 0 + Ker A T I where Q 0 is a fixed solution. Plugging it in back to (4.9) we get
which is unique. Thus the matrix A hom is uniquely defined as well since
and
As a contrary to b, vector Q is not uniquely defined by the system (4.8), since due to Theorem 4.2.4 in [14] , Ker A T I is two-dimensional. This is in accordance with Lemma 3.7, since φ is defined uniquely up to an additive constant. Remark 4.3. From the system (4.8), from Lemma 4.2 and from the expression for A hom we see that all properties of the homogenized problem come solely from the connectivity properties of the vertices in the oriented graph Γ Y and lengthes of its edges. Thus, positions of vertices in the unit cell or differential geometry properties of edges forming the graph do not play a role in the definition of the matrix A hom and thus in the homogenized problem. Example 1. Let us find the operator A hom for the geometry shown in Fig. 3(a) . The graph consists of 4 edges and 5 vertices with two of them being located on the right or upper boundary of the unit cell. That is the reason why the matrix A I is 6 × 8 matrix and it is equal to
where I n denotes the n × n identity matrix. Since all edges have equal length 1 2 , the diagonal matrix L is simply given by L = 1 2 I 2N E , and, hence, L −1 = 2I 2N E . As the first and second edge are ending on the right or upper boundary and, hence, η(γ 1 ( 1 )) − η(γ 1 (0)) = (1, 0) and η(γ 2 ( 2 )) − η(γ 2 (0)) = (0, 1) we find f = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) . Now, we have everything explicitly defined to compute the homogenized tensor A hom . We proceed as in the proof of the Lemma 4.2. First, we seek one solution Q 0 of (4.10) which is in our case
Such a solution is Q 0 = 1 2 , 0, 0, 1 2 , 0, 0 . Now, inserting Q 0 into (4.9) we get b 1 = b 3 = e 1 , b 2 = b 4 = e 2 , and finally inserting it into (4.11) leads to A hom = 1 2 I 2 .
So, in the most simple unit-cell pattern, that was discussed in Example 1 the homogenized tensor is just a multiple of the identity matrix and in the homogenized model we have just the two-dimensional Laplacian scaled by a factor.
In the following two examples we consider a unit-cell pattern with high level of symmetry for which the homogenized tensor A hom is a diagonal matrix but not just a multiple of the identity matrix I 2 or a non-diagonal matrix, respectively. Example 2. We consider the unit-cell graph Γ Y in Fig. 3(b) that is composed of one vertical line and two lines that go through the center of the unit cell where the latter two intersect in an angle of 2ϕ, where ϕ ∈ (0, π 4 ). The corresponding graph is composed of two edges of length 1 2 and four edges of length 1/(2 cos ϕ).
Its matrices A I and L and vector f are
and f = (−1, 0, −1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) T . Again by solving first (4.9) and then plugging it in (4.9) and (4.11) we get one particular solution Q 0 , the vector b and the homogenized tensor A hom :
For all angles ϕ ∈ (0, π/4) the homogenized tensor A hom is not a multiple of the identity matrix.
Example 3. We consider now the unit cell graph in Fig. 3(c) for which the homogenized tensor A hom is even not diagonal. It consists of 3 edges and 4 vertices with 2 of them being on the right or upper side of unit cell. From that (and other properties of the graph) we see that
We notice that second edge of the graph is actually a loop in the corresponding periodic graph and consequently it does not appear in the matrix A I since two identity matrices cancel out in matrix, on for entering and and one for leaving the same vertex. 
Numerical experiments
In this section we compare the solutions of the derived homogenized model (2.16) and corresponding δ-problem (2.6) for the three pattern introduced in Example 1-3 by numerical simulations using the numerical C++ library Concepts [13] . For this we apply first a semi-discretization in space using the finite element method with continuous and piecewise polynomial functions for both, the δ-dependent problem (2.6) on the mesh Γ δ as well as for the homogenized problem (2.16) on the domain Ω. For this each edge of the the mesh Γ δ is subdivided into smaller edges to obtain a one-dimensional finite element mesh and the domain Ω is partitioned into non-overlapping quadrilateral cells.
Denoting the stiffness matrix of the semi-discretized δ-dependent problem (2.6) by K δ , the mass matrix by M δ , the right hand side vector by F δ (t), the time-dependent solution vector (associated to u δ (t, ·)) by U δ (t) and the initial vector (associated to u init ) by U δ init the semi-discrete problem reads
To impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions a penalization is used. For the time-discretization of (5.1) we are using the Crank-Nicholson scheme that is of second order in the (uniform) time step ∆ T . Then, with F δ n = F δ (n∆ T ) the solution vectors U δ n = U δ (n∆ T ) at time t n = n∆ T fullfil the linear systems
with the initial condition U δ 0 = U δ init . Discretizing the homogenized problem (2.16) in the same way we obtain solution vectors U 0 n at time t n = n∆ T . We project this discrete solution at each time onto the finite element mesh of Γ δ , where P δ (U 0 n ) is the projection of the vector U 0 n , to compute an approximation of the relative L 2 (Γ δ ) error
For all simulations we consider the domain Ω = (0, 1) 2 , the coefficients ρc p = a = 1, the source term f δ (t, x) = f (t, x, x δ ) = 4 exp(−196|x − (0.5, 0.5)| 2 ) exp(−3t) that depends only on the macroscopic variable and, hence, f hom = f δ , and the initial data u init = 0. We found the discretization error small in comparison to the modelling error when splitting each edge of Γ δ Y (n 1 , n 2 ) uniformly into three (smaller) edges on which polynomials of degree 2 are used. In this way the discretization error decreases with decreasing period δ. For the homogenized solution, we use a uniform mesh of 16 square cells and polynomials of degree 6. For the time discretization of the Crank-Nicholson scheme we used as time step ∆ T = 0.002.
In Fig. 4 the discretized solution of the heat equation (1.1) on the mesh Γ δ with δ = 1/16 -for illustrative purposes on a thickened graph of thickness 1/160 -and the homogenized solution,i.e. the solution of (2.16), is illustrated for the Examples 1-3 at time t f = 2. For Example 2 the angle is φ = tan −1 (0.5). Note, that in all figures in this section the same colorbar is used that scales from 0 (blue) to 1.4 · 10 −4 (red). For Example 1, for which the homogenized tensor is a multiple of the identity matrix I 2 , we observe the temperature decays from the mid-point approximately the same way in all directions. For Example 2, for which the homogenized tensor is diagonal but not a multiple of I 2 , we observe a faster decay in one axis direction. For Example 3, for which the homogenized tensor is not even diagonal, we observe a faster decay in another direction. In all three examples the homogenized solution is in very good agreement with the solution of the heat equation on the mesh Γ δ .
In Fig. 5 the (approximative) relative L 2 (Γ δ )-error E(t n ) is shown as a function of the period δ. We observe a linear convergence to 0 for Example 2 and Example 3. Moreover for Example 1 the limit solution shows a quadratic convergence in δ that goes beyond the theory.
For the curiosity of the reader we show two patterns in Fig. 6 that extended in all direction represent the same mesh as the mesh of pattern in Example 1, cf. Fig. 3(a) . One can easily verify that for the two patterns the homogenized tensor equals 1 2 I 2 as for the one of Example 1, i.e., the solution on the mesh Γ δ has macroscopically at leading order the same behaviour. This we observe in the numerical experiments (cf. Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 6 ). Figure 6 : Two pattern Γ Y with the same homogenized tensor A hom = 1 2 I 2 as the one of Example 1 (top row) and temperature distribution on the mesh Γ δ for δ = 1/16 at time t f = 2 (bottom row).
